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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Experimental investigations focusing on intersensory 
phenomena have varied widely both in terms of the sense 
modali ties involved and in terms of the complexity of the 
perceptual behaviors placed under examination. 
For some, the nuclear and dominant aspect of sensory 
interaction derives from the obvious but highly complex fact 
that real-life perceptions virtually never involve a single 
modality, but rather call upon the cooperative synthesis of 
a variety of sensory channels. Stern ( 18 ), in this vein, 
devotes a chapter to the "Interrelations of the Senses" , 
and Bentley has emphasized that 11 it is the rule and not the 
exception that various forms of stimulus and t~e various 
receptorial resources cooperatively produce the object and 
living scene" ( 2, p. 169 ). Further, he adds, "The most 
we can credit to the single sense is a point of emphasis or 
focus " ( p. 170 ). 
Other investigators have dealt experimentall y with a 
somewhat narrower range of perceptual phenomena. Werner and 
Wapner ( 24 ) have published several studies involving 
heteromodal effects on spatial localizations. Von Schiller 
( 23 ), along a somewhat different dimension, has studied 
the qualitative influence of one sensory mode upon another, 
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noting for example that the flicker of a light may be 
' ' 
reported as "smooth" or "rough" depending upon the nature 
of a tactile stimulus simultaneously delivered. Zietz ( 25 ) 
al so has published studies in this area, emphasizing 
particularly the effects that given tones have upon the 
perceived "warmth", ttsurfaceness", and contour of briefly 
exposed color wheel mixtures~ 
The present study is focused on yet another dimensi on 
of intersensory research. There can be found in the 
expe rimental literature considerable · work pert aining to the 
effects of concurrent accessory stimuli on the s ensit ivity 
of a second modality. In general, the research relevant 
to this problem tends to be extremely heterogeneous both 
in terms of the experimental conditions involved and the 
stimulus variable s employed. In general, however, these 
studies support the conclusion that the magni t ude of a 
g iven sensory response may either increase or decrease as 
a function of concurrent stimulation. A number of investi -
gators, that is, have found an increase in respons i vity, 
wh:i.l e other investigators report a decrement i n responsivity, 
as a funct ion of competing sensory stimuli. ·In a recent 
review of the intersens ory literature, Gilbert has suggested 
an hypothesis on the basis of Wh ich one may rec oncile t hese 
apparently conflicting findings . He suggests that : 
( 1 ) a sufficie:1tly intense stimulus will 
momentarily reduce sensitivity ·in another 
modality, and increase it after an 
optimum interval, and ( 2 ) a: less 
intense heteromodal stimulus will 
momentarily increase sensitivity ( 5, P'• 391 ). 
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The theoretical aim of the present study is to develop 
a model of central modal communication which will integrate 
these polar aspects of sensory interaction, and which will 
generate a testable hypothesis concerning the relationship 
between the magnitude of a given sensory response and an 
intensity range of accessory stimulation. The purposes 
of the present study, therefore, may be stated as follows: 
( 1 ) To develop a model of sensory interaction 
on the basis of which heteromodal effects 
may be theoretically integrated as a 
continuous function of accessory stimu-
lation. 
( 2 ) To investigate the relationship between 
the magnitude of a given sensory response 
and a range of concurrent accessory stimu-
lation. 
( 3 ) To test the predictive power of the 
theoretical model. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF PERTINENT 
INTERSENSORY LITERATURE 
We are concerned, in the present study, with changes 
in a sensory response as manifested under varying con-
ditions of simultaneous accessory stimulation. While 
interest in this area, as representing one dimension of 
sensory interaction, may be found in the recorded 
1 
comments of early medical writers , the first systematic 
investigation of such intersensory phenomena was initiated 
by Urb~~tschitch ( 21-) late in the·l9th century. 
Urbantschitch, in an extensive research program, undertook 
to stimulate a]. of the sensory modes, attem!l>ting to 
define the effects of each upon the other. Among his 
reported findings are the following: 
1 
1. High tones sounded on a tuning fork seemed to 
make colors brighter, low tones to make them 
darker . 
Hartmann has pointed out, for example, that the phenomena 
of sensory interaction were of interest to the medical 
writers of the 18th century. A Danish anatomist, 
Bartholimus, is reported to have announced in 1700 that 
partially deaf individuals could hear better in light 
than in dark;. and in 1790 a German physician by the name 
of Ebermaier insisted, in a medical journal of the day, 
upon the beneficial influence of light on the ear, 
recommending the concentration of light rays into the 
auditory tract with convex lenses. 
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2. A loud tone or noise would sometimes 
momentarily darken the visual field~ then 
brighten it. 
3. Soft~nes increased touch sensitivity~ but 
loud~ high tones tended to inhibit the 
sensation. 
4• The ticking of a watch could be heard more 
distinctly when the subject~ eyes were open 
then when they were closed. 
Urbantschitch's work thus served to focus attention on 
a considerable ·range of intersensory effects, and later 
investigations have tended on the whole, to confirm his 
early observations. In discussing these subsequent 
investigations, the present chapter will be organized under 
two general headings. First, a body of research will be 
presented, the findings of which have suggested the basic 
assumption underlying the theoretical organization of the 
present study, namely~ that changes in a given sensory . 
response are a continuous function of accessory stimulus 
intensity. As has been noted, the aim of the present study 
is to develop a theoretical model which could account for 
this assumed relationship, and which can generate a 
testable empirical consequence. 
The second general section of the present chapter will 
discuss previous theories which have been developed to 
account for the phenomena of sensory interaction. This 
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discussion will provide a background conte~for the 
theoretical aspects of the present st,udy, and will indicate 
the need for an extension of theory in order to generate an 
hypothesis concerning the continuous relationship between 
heteromodal effect and accessory stimulus intensity. 
I. HETEROMODAL EXPERI~mNTS 
A Studies Reporting Intersensory Inhibition 
An early study of intersensory inhibition is reported 
by Heymans ( 10 ). The effect of electrical stimulation of 
the hand on sensitivity to a ticking watch was studied in 
two subjects. In one of two series, the proportion of a 
fixed time interval during which the watch could be heard 
at a fixed distance was used as the measure of auditory 
sensitivity. The time period employed was five minutes, 
the distance of the watch from s, two meters. 
Without electrical stimulation the watch was heard 
almost all of the time. With increasing intensity of shock, 
however, the supra-threshold proportion of exposure time 
was progressively reduced, reaching finally a minimum of 
sixty-nine seconds. 
In a second series, the distance threshold for 
auditory sensitivity under the same conditions was tested. 
The threshold decreased from about two meters without shock 
to about one meter with t h e most intense shock. This again 
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reflects a decrease in auditory sensitivity. 
A few years later Jacobson ( 11 ) reported on an 
elaborate set of experimental procedures designed to study 
the effects of pressure and sound stimuli on sensory 
sensitivity. His findings indicate that: 
( 1 ) Sound diminishes the intensity of weight 
sensations 
( 2 ) The intensity of sound stimul'i may be reduced 
by concurrent pressure sensations. In the case 
of the latter finding, weights of 300 grams 
were employed to deliver the accessory 
pressure sensation. Where the effects of 
sound were to be measured, however, weights 
of from ten to thirty grams were employed 
to deliver the pressure sensation. 
In the area of absolute visual threshold changes, 
Kravkov ( 13 ) has published a considerable amount of well-
controlled, quantitative data. We shall refer to him again 
in other connections. Relevant here, however, is a study 
of auditory influence upon the light and color sensitivity 
of the eye. An observer viewed in a spectrometer a small 
patch of some spectral color which was gradually diminished 
in intensity by means of an absorbing wedge of neutral tinted 
glass. This glass was placed between the slit and the source 
of light. The subject first indicated the moment when the 
color dissappeared and second, when the light vanished. 
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Light and color threshold were measured in terms of the 
thicknes s of the part of the absorbing wedge in front of 
the slit at the two critical points. 
Kravkov then employed simultaneous tones at 2400 
cycles per second and 100 db. He found, for peripheral 
vision, that light sensitivity was greatly diminished under 
the influence of sound . Regarding color sensitivity he 
found a somewhat more complex relationship. For orange-
red and colors of longer wave length, sensitivity of the 
visual apparatus was diminished. For green and blue colors 
he found visual sensitivity to be enhanced under concomitant 
auditory stimulation. Work of this nature was repeated 
and corroborated by Vishnevskii and Semenovskaia ( 22 ). 
Later work by Kravkow and Bogoslovki ( 15 ) indicated that 
airplane motor noise lowered peripheral sensitivity to 
twenty per cent of the level obtained under conditions of 
quiet . 
A recent study by Davis ( 4 ) provides information 
concerning the temporal course of intersensory inhibition. 
This experiment was designed to measure the effect of a 
moderately loud tone upon the absolute visual threshold. 
The subject reported such thresholds continuously for six 
minutes. A limits method was employed. After two and one-
half minutes had elapsed, a tone of 1550 cycles per second 
at approximately 70 db was delivered through earphones for 
three and one-half minutes . The data for twenty sub jects 
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indicated that visual thresholds were effected in the 
following manner: a maximum rise in threshold (lowering 
of sensitivity) occured ten to twelve seconds after 
maximization of the auditory stimulus. This rise was then 
subject to a progressive decline to a pre-sound level. The 
third minute of auditory stimulation yielded no significant 
differences relative to the pre-sound threshold. 
Accessory stimulation has been observed to influence 
the Critical Flicker Fusion Frequency (CFFF) - the critical 
frequency at which a flashing light is seen as steady - as 
well as the absolute visual threshold. A series of studies 
by Kravkov ( l4 ) indicate that both increase and decrease 
in the CFFF is observable under concurrent auditory 
stimulation. 
The principle variables involved in these studies of 
Kravkov and his co-workers were: ( 1 ) a tone of 800 
cycles per second at about 85 db, and ( 2 ) a flashing light 
of fixed intensity. It was found, for any given light 
intensity that the effect of the auditory stimulus on CFFF 
is at least in part a function of the wavelength of the 
light stimulus. At the tone cited above~ for example~ CFFF 
for the red-yellow specral range was increased~ whereas 
CFFF for the blue-green range was lowered. 
Spectral range, however, is apparently not the only 
determinant involved in CFFF changes associated with 
simult~eous auditory stimuli. In subsequent studies 
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Kravkov ( 14 ) undertook to vary the intensity of a given 
monochromatic light, and found that such variations 
influenced considerably the effect of accessory stimu-
lation of CFFF. For a monochromatic light within the blue-
green range, CFFF thresholds between twelve to eighteen 
cycles per second were lowered with the introduction of a 
moderately loud tone. If however, light intensity was 
increased so as to yield CFFF thresholds between twenty-six 
to thirty cycles per second, the same auditory stimulus 
served to raise the CFFF. These findings thus suggest that 
changes in the primary stimulus are relevant to changes in the 
magnitude of a given sensory r esponse as a function of 
acce s sory stimulation. 
A recent study by Gorrell ( 6 ) throws further light 
on the relationship between CFFF thresholds and simultaneous 
accessory stimuli. In this study CFFF thresholds were 
obtained from two groups under three conditions. The two 
groups consisted of: ( 1 ) normal adult subjects and ( 2 ) 
children ranging in age from six to eleven years. The 
three conditions, applicable to each group, were as follows: 
( 1 ) no auditory stimulation, ( 2 ) auditory stimula tion 
at 2400 cycles per second, and ( 3 ) auditory stimulation 
at 270 cycles per second. 
For each group, Gorrell observed a reduction in CFFF 
upon the application of auditory stimuli. Within the frame-
work of this overall reduction, however, two differential 
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effects were noted: 
( 1 ) With respect to both groups, the magnitude of 
decrement in CFFF was positively related to the 
frequency of the auditory stimulus (i.e., the 
2400 cycles per second tone yielded the greater 
reduction in CFFF). 
( 2 ) With respect to the group of children Gorrell 
found, for each tone, an inverse relationship 
between age and magnitude of heteromodal effect. 
(i.e., as age increased, the effect of each tone 
on CFFF became progressively less pronounced). 
It was suggested earlier that inhibition of function 
reflected only one side of intersensory effects. The 
studies reviewed indicate that the evidence for such an 
effect is broadly based, and reflect some real process of 
sensory interaction. It has been noted, however, ( P• 2 ) 
that a facilitative effect of accessory stimulation on a 
given sensory response has also been observed. The 
following section will review the experimental studies 
reporting such effects. 
B Studies Reporting Intersensory Facilitation 
In 1923 Newhall ( 17 ) reported an experiment dealing 
with the effects on visual sensitivity of simultAneously 
delivered auditory clicks. From the experimental data 
obtained, Newhall concluded that the visual stimulus tended 
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to be judged as supraliminal more r.requently with the 
application of the auxiliary stimulus than without such 
application. 
Somewhat later~ and dealing with acuity rather than 
sensitivity, Hartmann { 8) also was able to . demonstrate 
the facilitative effect of heteromodal stimuli. In one 
series of studies his subjects judged the ease of discrimi-
nation of figures on a constrasting background {black on 
wh ite and white on black). He reports evidence indicating 
t ha t visual acuity can temporarily be increased by the 
simultaneous application of auditory~ olfactory and 
cutaneous stimuli. 
A study by Kravkov ( 12 ), dealing also with visual 
acuity~ reports the facilitative effect of secondary stimu-
lation. In this study~ however, facilitation wa s found to 
depend upon the figure-ground relationship. Vlhere the test 
figure was black on a white ground~ auditory stimuli served 
to increase the discrimination of the figure. If~ however~ 
a wh ite figure was placed on a black ground, discriminative 
ability was inhibited by the auxiliary stimulus. 
In 1934 Hartmann ( 9 ) reported a further investigation 
of heteromodal effects, dealing this time with the influence 
of visual stimuli on auditory sensitivity. Using the Seashore 
pitch and intensity tests~ he found a facilitation of 
auditory discriminations under high illumination {510 watt 
bulb) as compared t o performance under low illumination 
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(darkened room save for a ten watt flashlight bulb used 
for recording). Hartmann notes in his discussion, however, 
that for some subjects discrimination was inhibited under 
high, as compared to low, illumination. 
A study by Child and Wendt ( 3 ) deals also with the 
effects of visual stimuli on auditory sensitivity. The 
principal variable in this study was the time interval 
between a flash of light and a liminal tone. The visual 
stimulus was of fifty foot-candle intensity and of one 
second duration. The tone was presented for 165 milli-
seconds. Child and Wendt found that the liminal tone was 
heard a greater proportion of the time with the associated 
light stimulus than in the absence of such stimulation. 
Varying the interval between the presentation of the two 
stimuli, however, had considerable effect on the magnitude 
of the facilitated response. Maximum facilitation was 
observed when light preceded tone by .5 second. With a one 
second interval, the frequency of facilitated responses to 
auditory stimuli was reduced considerably. Finally, with a 
two second interval no facilitative effect could be discerned. 
A recent study by Gregg and Brogden ( 7 ) is in general 
consistent with the findings reported by Child and Wendt. 
In this study the intensity of the light stimulus was varied 
rather than the time interval between competing stimuli. 
Audibility thresholds were measured with the simultaneous 
application of light stimuli of 2.065 and 2.105 millnamberts. 
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For both light intensities 6 audibility thresholds were 
lowered; it was further noted that the magnitude of 
facilitation was greater with the more intense of the two 
visual stimuli. 
C Studies Reporting Both Intersensory Facilitation And Inhibition 
Among the studies reviewed to this point several 
instances of directional change in heteromodal response have 
been noted. Kravkov, for example, elicited such change by 
varying the intensity of a flashing light ( the primary 
stimulus) 1 and Hartmann reported that among several subjects 
in his auditory acuity study an inhibitory rather than a 
facilitative response was observed. 
Similar variations are reported by Thorne ( 19 ) in a 
study focusing on visual sensitivity. In this study the 
secondary stimulus was delivered by an electric buzzer, and 
was associated predominantly with ~ elevated visual threshold. 
During the course of the study, however, a lowering of 
threshold was also developed in response to the auditory 
stimulus. 
Closely related to the present thesis is a study by 
Allen and Schwartz ( 1 ), in which directional change was 
elicited through experimental manipulation of the secondary 
stimulus. These investigators obtained monocular CFFF 
thresholds for a flashing light of fixed intensity under two 
levels of auditory stimulation. Application of a relatively 
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soft tone (delivered under two millimeters of water pressure) 
was associated with an increase in CFFF. The more intense 
auditory stimulus, however, (delivered under two centimeters 
of water pressure) was associated with a drop in CFFF.. 
Trehub ( 20 ) has recently demonstrated that autonomic 
activity, as measured by the Galvanic Skin Response ( GSR ), 
serves as an effective heteromodal stimulus. In this study, 
a range of galvanic skin responses, varying in magnitude, 
were elicited concurrently with the signaling of visual 
thresholds. Visual sensitivity was influenced differentially 
by the magnitude of GSR. Relatively mild autonomic changes 
were associated with facilitation of visual sensitivity. 
More marked autonomic disturbance was associated with 
inhibition of visual sensitivity. These observed changes in 
sensitivity were found to fit a predicted curve of inter-
sensory effects. In generalizing these findings to the 
relationship between competing external stimuli, Trehub 
cautions that virtually any stimulus will arouse a GSR. 
Hence, in dealing with such variables, the potential contri-
bution of autonomic activity must be controlled or partialed 
out. 
II HETEROMODAL THEORIES 
The majority of explanations offered for sensory inter-
action have taken the form of neurological theory. Such 
theories have generally assumed a central process of modal 
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communication, on the basis of which excitations aroused 
in one modality spread to an adjacent modal area. 
Hartmann, in his study on the facilitation of visual 
acuity presents such a rati?nale in the following terms : 
Thus one may suppose that the temporal region 
is not the only locus of cortical response to 
auditory stimuli, but that the remaining brain 
areas are also aroused, probably through the 
medium of the so-called association fibers. 
If • • • the occipital lobe is the primary 
•seat' of excitation, and the temporal region 
is also simultaneously thrown into action, a 
reciprocal exchange of energy occurs in order 
to preserve neural equilibrium. • • But how 
does this reciprocal flow of energy • • • 
result in superior visual performance? If 
acuity be in part a function of the number of 
brain cells aroused ( or the intensity with which 
they are aroused) then the excitatory waves coming 
from some other receptors may be supposed to 
overflow into the calcarine sector and either 
throw into action more cortical units or reenforce 
the excitation in those already active; in either 
case visual discrimination would be heightened. ( 8, P• 406 ) 
In a later paper on auditory facilitation, Hartmann 
restates this position and suggests a possible seat for 
such neural interaction: 
An adequate. generalization concerning inter-
sensory processes must inevitably be founded upon 
our knowledge of CNS activity. The possibility 
of an anatomical connection between acoustic 
and optic centers is provided by the proximity 
of the lateral geniculate body and the anterior 
quadrigeminal body. A reciprocal influence of 
these two spheres, through irradiation • • • 
is thus readily concievable. ( 9, P• 816) 
••• the most conservative hypo·t.nesis for the 
present issue seems to be that the neural activity 
originating in the occipital lobe spreads to 
other receptor areas of the cortex (particularly the 
temporal section) and by sub-exciting those regions 
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before or during specific stimulation increases 
the phenomenal intensity of the auditory 
experiences. ( · p. 822 ) 
Kravkov, and Child and Wendt have suggested explanations 
for sens ory interaction which involve concepts similar to 
those of Hartmann. Child and W:endt ( 3 ) suggest a process 
of central summation similar to that involved in the facili-
tation of motor reflexes in order to account for the 
observed effect of different time intervals on auditory 
facilitation. Kravkov postulates that: 
• • • an additional excitation of the brain 
can be produced by different indirect stimuli, 
such as illumination of the other eye, tones, 
and odors. ( 12, P• 807 ) 
In the case of tones and odors, he states, 
• • • the excitation of the neurones directly 
involved i s t ransmitted to the neurones of the 
optic nerve, Ghanks to their anatomical 
proximity, and thus a subliminal excitation is 
created in the visual center. ( p·. 807 ) 
It is in terms of these concepts that Kravkov explains 
his findings on visual acuity. Accessory stimulation is 
assumed to irradiate (through subliminal excitation) the 
perception of a white surface. Where white is the ground, 
therefore, the distance between the elements of a black 
figure will undergo phenomenal increase, and discrimination 
will be facilitated. Where white is the figure, however, 
irradiation will tend to close the figure, and discrimination 
will be inhibited. 
The neurological models presented by Hartmann and Kravkov 
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thus assume that sensory stimulation creates both a 
"discharge zone", and a pool or subliminally excited 
neurones, i.e., a. "subliminal fringe". Excitations evoked 
by accessory stimulation are thought to overlap this 
"subliminal fringe". Through summation these excitations 
allow portions of that pool to pass into the "discharge zone" 
of the primary modality and augment the response given to 
that modal stimulus. These models thus provide a theoretical 
basis for the facilitation of a sensory response, but do 
not appear to provide an explanation for the inhibitory 
effects of accessory stimulation. 
Implicit in the above theories of sensory interaction 
is the assumption that at least some neural elements in a 
given model network may be impinged upon by other sensory 
systems. A neurological model developed by Davis ( 4 ) 
extends this assumption by postulating the existance of a 
neural process which is capable of discharge by more than one 
kind of sensor~ stimulation, and which contributes to the 
sensory system by which it is fired. Accessory stimulation 
is assumed to reduce the number of such elements which 
continue to respond with an other ( the primary ) moda·l 
stimulus. On the basis of this model, Davis was able to 
predict an inhibitory effect of accessory stimulation. As 
compared to earlier theories of sensory interaction, this 
model achieved greater specificity with respect to the 
mechanics of neural energy transmission, and was able· to 
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generate specific predictions concerning: ( 1 ) the temporal 
course of sensory inhibition, and ( 2 ) the differential 
reactions of normal and brain injured subjects to hetero-
modal stimulations. The model leaves unstated, however, the 
processes of modal communication on the basis of which both 
increase and decrease in the magnitude of a given sensory 
response may be predicted as a function of accessory stimu-
lation. 
III SUMNJ.ARY 
A review of the experimental literature sugges t s at 
least two variables which are directly involved in sensory 
interaction. From the point of view of temporal factors, 
Davis has investigated the effects of prolong~d accessory 
stimulation on a tested modality, and Child and Wendt have 
dealt with a series of intervals between competing stimuli. 
Each study has revealed a clear influence of temporal factors 
on the magnitude of the heteromodal response. 
The effects of varying levels of accessory stimulus 
intensity have also been observed. It has been shown that 
· the magnitude of a given intersensory effect is related to 
the intensity of accessory stimulation. Moreover, with regard 
to the direction of intersensory effects, relatively weak 
accessory stimuli have been associated with an increase in the 
magnitude of a gi ven sensory response, while relatively i ntense 
stimuli have in general effected a decrement in a given 
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sens ory response. Both the facilitation and inhibition of 
visual sensitivity have been obtained as a continuous 
function of autonomic variables. 
Theories of sensory interaction have gener~ly taken 
the form of neurological brain models. Such theories have 
in eommon the assumption that excitations evoked in one 
modal network spread to, and effect, the neural response 
evoked by another modal stimulus. The theoretical explanation 
of s en sory facilitation assumes that such neural spread 
augments activity in another modal network. Conversely, 
neurological interpretations of sensory inhibition a s sume 
that neural spread interferes with such activity. 
CHAPTER III 
A THEORY OF SENSORY INTERACTION 
The theory of sensory interaction developed in the 
present study is stated formally as a Postulate System 
consisting of a number of undefined terms and the functional 
relations between these terms. It has been assume d that 
these terms and relationships have some functional counter-
part in the central nervous system, but no attempt has been 
made to identify specific neurological structures or dy-
nami cs to which the Postulate System may refer. In general 
form, the Pos tulate System is assumed to apply to all sense 
modalities . When so applied, the following definitions may 
be given: 
I - intensity of a sensory stimulus 
SR - a sensory response 
SS - a sensory system 
U - a sensory element .. i_U may be read "the sum of u" 
P - a sensory element differing in functional 
characteristics f'rom u. f' P may be read nthe 
sum of P11 • 
s - indicates that a sensory element is acted upon 
by I 
d - indicate s that a sensory element contributes to 
some SS 
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d indicates that a sensory element is non-
contributory with respect to one or more 
ss 
--"')~ - may be read "become" 
Subscripts - refer to SS. Where no subscript appears, the 
term in question remains undefined with respect 
to ss. I 1 is thus defined as the intensity of 
a stimulus eliciting a response in ss1 • SR1 is 
the response elicited by I 1 in ss1 • Ps1s2d1d2 
is a P element acted on by I 1 and I 2 simul-
taneously but contributing to ss1 • Psd is an 
element both acted upon and contributory, but 
the systems acting upon it, and the system to 
which it contributes, are not designated. 
The empirical hypothesis tested in the present study derives 
from the general hypothesis generated by the p.ostulate 
S.ystem. 
I POSTULATE SYSTEM 
A. Postulate 1 
There are a finite number of U which 
and-or Us1d1 in the presence of I 1 and I 1 only. 
With a constant r 1 , ~us1d1 is constant. 
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B. Postulate 2 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
There are a finite number of P vh ich may 
be acted upon by all I separately or 
simultaneously. A given I acts upon all P. 
Postulate 3 
p may be d or d . If d it may become d. 
If P is d in the presence of I, it remains 
d at that and all greater values of I. 
Postulate !:b . 
P may be d with respect to all SS whose I 
act on P, but may be d with respect to 
only one SS at any given time. P may 
never become d with respect to an SS whose 
I · is not acting. 
Postulate 5 
In the presence of I 1' all P are Ps d and-or 1 1 
Ps1Cf1 • ~ Ps1 d1 is constant for a given I 1 • 
Ps1d1 is greater than zero at all values of Il. 
Postulate 6 
Given a constant I 1 , ~Ps1 d1 ) c( Ps1 s 2d1ct2 
f. ( Ps1s2d1d2 with the introduction of I 2 • 
(Ps1d1~€Ps1s2d1d2 as an ogival function of 
- 24 ... 
G. Postulate 7 
Given a constant r 1 , <" Ps 1d1 > 2 Ps1 s 2 d1d 2 
,J ~ Ps
1 
s 2 d1 d2 ,I. ~ Ps 1 s 2 d1 d2 with the introduc-
tion of r 2 • < Ps 1 d1 ;) ~ Ps 1 s 2d1 d2 as a 
positive logarithmic function of r2 • 
H. Postulate 8 
I . The:orem 
Given r 1 , the magnitude of SR1 is proportional 
to < us 1 d1 ,I. ~ Ps1 d1 • Given r 1 and r 2 , the 
magnitude of SR1 is proportional to ~Usldl 
.;. ~ Ps 1 s 2d1 d2 • 
Given a constant r 1 , the difference between 
~ Ps1 d1 in the presence of r 1 alone and 
~ Ps1 s 2 d1d2 in the presence of r 1 ,I. I 2 is 
given by the resultant of ~ Ps1d1 which 
~ ~ Ps 1 s 2 d1 d2 minus ~ Ps 1 d1 which ) 
~ Ps1s 2d1d2 as r 2 increases from zero . 
J . General Hypothesis 
Given a constant I 1 , the magnitude of SR1 at 
first increases then de creases as a function 
of r
2
• 
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I I DISCUSSION OF THE POSTULATES 
It is the purpose of the present section to discuss the 
relationships defined in the Postulate System on the basis 
of which the general hypothesis has been derived. 
Postulate 1 defines a sensory element which may be 
acted upon by only a single sensory stimulus and which 
contributes to the SS to which that I is adequate, i.e., 
if U is specific to I 1 it contributes to ss1 only. It is 
assumed that a constant I effects the contributi on of some 
constant number of U. Postulate l is introduced so as to 
elimi n ate the possibility that I may comple tely suppr e ss 
2 
SR
1
• Since r 2 cannot act on Us 1 d1 , SR1 
will al·ways be 
present at least to the extent that :[ us1d1 is present. 
Postulates 2 through 4 provide the definition of 
a sing le P and the rules in terms of which a sing le P may act. 
According to Postulate 2 a P may be acted upon by all 
sensory systems. All P are acted upon when any sensory 
stimulus is introduced. According to Postulate ~ P may or 
may not be included in the total number of contributory 
P elements acted upon by a sensory stimulus. Once included 
in this number, however, P continues to contribute to some 
sensory system so long as total I does not de cre a se. This 
restriction is introduced so that in Postulat e 6 ~Ps 1s2d1d2 
J ~Psls2d1d2 , must equal ~Ps1d1 • Without this restriction 
~ Ps 1 d1 which ~ ~ Ps 1 s 2d1d2 would not necessarily equal 
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Postulate 4 defines a further characteristic of P. 
P may contribute to more than one sensory system but to 
only one such system at any given time. Postulates 2 and 4 
thus define the essential differences between U and P. P 
may be acted upon by all sensory systems and contributes at 
any given time to one of the SS whose I act on P. U may be 
acted upon by the I of only one sensory system, and con-
tributes to that system only. The postulation of P thus 
provides the basis for an alteration in the total number of 
sensory elements contributing to a given SS. That is, since 
P may contribute to any SS acting on P (Postulate 4> the 
I 
introduction of I 2 renders possible a shift of any Ps 1d 1 
to Ps 1 s 2d1
d2 , i.e., P may shift its contribution from ss1 
to ss2 • Change in the number of P contributing to one 
system upon the introduction of a second stimulus will define 
the change in the total number of sensory elements contribu-
ting to that system (since~Usd is constant for a constant 
I). The contribution of P, however, is restricted to those 
SS whose I acts on P. Postulate 4 thus excludes the 
initiation of SR1 by r 2 in the absence of r 1 • 
VIJ'i thin Postulates 2 through 4, then, are the rules 
in terms of which a single P acts. Postulate 5 defines, 
in terms of previous restrictions, the effects of' a single I 
of constant value on the total number of P. Postulates 6 
and 7 define the ef'fects of a constant I 1 and an increasing 
I 2 simultaneously applied, on the total number of P. 
Since in Postulate 2, a g iven I acts on all P, then all 
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pare Ps
1 
in the presence of r 1 • Some P ar e Ps1d1 in the 
presence of r
1
• The total number of P = ~ Ps l dl f ~Ps 1 d1 • 
Since r
1 
acts on ~ Ps 1d1 , this number have the potential 
to become d with respect to ss1 (Postulates 3 and 4) . 
As in Postulate 1, it is here as sumed that ~ Ps1d1 is 
const ant for a given value of r 1 • The role in the Postulate 
System of the assumption (in Postulate 5) that ~ Ps1d1 
is always greater than zero will be discussed in relation 
to Postulate 7. 
Postulate 6 deals with the effects of two I simul-
taneous ly applied, on one portion of the total number of P 
acted upon by a constant I 1 . separately, i. e ., ~Ps 1 d1 • In 
Postulate 6 it is assumed that the potentiai of P to shift 
its contribution from one to another SS (st ated in Postulate 
4~ See discussion P• 26) is realized when a second stimulus 
is int roduced (and thus acts upon those P i nitiall y con tribu-
ting to an SS whose I acted separately) . I t is thus assumed 
that ~ Ps
1
d
1 
breaks down into C! Ps1 s 2 d1d2 f E Ps 1s 2d1d2 • 
From Postulate 3 (See discussion p. 25), ~Ps 1d1 which ~ 
~ Ps 1 s 2 d1 d2 = ~Ps 1 d1 minus ~ Ps 1 d1 which ---+ ~Ps1 s 2d1 d2 • 
cumulative probability funct ion of r 2 given a constant I 1 • 
Postulate 6 thus assumes that some P initially contributing 
to ss1 in the absence of I 2 are lost from ss1 as I 2 
increases . 
This loss (i . e . , ~Psldl ............... ~Psls2cr1d2 ) procee ds as an 
ogival function of I 2 • 
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Postulate 7 deals with the effects of two I simul-
taneously applied, on the remaining portion of the tota l 
number of P acted upon by a constant I 1 separately, i.e., 
~Ps1 d1 • From Postulate 5, ~Ps 1 d1 is greater than zero 
at a l l values of I • Thus, from Postulates 3, 4, and 5 
1 
(See discussion of Postulate ~ p. 26), there are always 
some number of P potentially contributory to ss1 in the 
presence of I
1 
separately. With the introdu ction of I 2 , 
this number 
well as ss1 
that ~Ps1 d1 
i Psl s2dl d2. 
becomes potentially contributory to s s2 as 
( s ince I acts on all P). Postu late 7 assumes 
2 
breaks down into ~ Ps 1s2d1d2 /- ~ Ps 1 s2d1d2 /-
It is assume d , that is, that so me P become 
contributory, and others remain non-contribu tory , as I
2 
increases. Of those that become contributo ry , it is assumed 
i n Postulate 7 that the number contributing to ss1 develops 
as a positive logarithmic function of I
2
• 
Postulates 6 and 7 thus define two source s of total 
contribution to SS1 in the presence of I
2
, and def J.. ne the 
effects of I on the magnitude of the contri butions 
2 
re c eived by ss1 from these sources. In the one case 
(Postulate 6), ~ Ps1d1 )~Ps 1 s2d1d2 f. l. Ps 1 s 2 d1d2 • But 
~Ps1d1 ~ ~Ps1 s 2d1d2 ogivally with I 2 • Thus ~ Ps1d1 
which ) ( Ps1 s 2d1 d2 declines correspondingly. The ogi ve 
g iven in Figure 1 ( ~ Psl dl ~ l Psl s2al d2) thus repre s ents 
the £ P lost from ss1 r elative to £ Ps1 d1 • 
( 
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The second source of' contribution to ss
1 
is ~ Ps
1 
d1 
which ~ ~ Ps1s 2d1d 2 • ~ P contributing to ss1 from this 
source increases logarithmically with I • The logarithmic 
2 
function given in Figure 1 thus represents the ~p gained~ 
ss
1 
relative to ~Ps 1 d1 • 
Sub~raction of the ogive (number lost from ~ Ps 1s2d1d2) 
from the logarithmic function ( ~ Ps 1d1 which ~~Ps1s~d{CI2 ) 
will thus give the overall gain or loss in ~Ps 1s2dld2 (all 
P contributing to ss1 in the presence of r2 ) relative to 
~Ps1d1 (all P cont~ibuting to ss1 in the absence of I 2 ) for 
any value of r 2 • Where the logarithm increases more rapidly 
than the · og:tve ~ P gained by SS increases more rapidly than 
1 
~P lost from ss1 , and the overall effect is an increase in 
~ P contributing to ss1 i.e., ~Ps 1s2d1d2 will be greater than 
~ Ps 1 d1 • Where the ogive increases more rapidly than the 
logari thm, ~P gained by ss1 is less than ~ P lost from ss1 , 
and the overall effect is a decrease in f P contributing to 
SS
1
, i.e., 2 Ps1 s 2d1 d2 will be less than ~ Ps 1d1 • 
The resul tant of the logarithm - ogive subtraction ~ 
thus traces the change in magnitude of' ~ Ps1 s 2d1d2 in relation 
to [. Ps 1 d 1 • This resultant, represented graphically in 
Figure 2, is derived from the relationships given in the 
Postulate System {as represented in Figure 1) and thus 
constitutes a formal theorem. 
Postulate 8 is designed to refer the Postulate System to 
some behavioral measure . It is assumed that the 
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magnitude of a given sensory response varies directly with 
the total number of sensory elements contribu ting to the 
sens ory system in which that r esponse is elicited . Thu s, 
where r
1 
acts 
directly with 
separately, the magnitude of SR varies 
1 
~ Us 1 d1 ,l.(Ps 1 d1 • Where a const ant r 1 and an 
increasinr.; r
2 
act simultaneously, the magnitude of SR1 
vari e s di,rectly with ~ Us1d1 ,l i. Ps 1 s2 d.1 d2 • Since ~us1 d1 i s 
con stant where r 1 is constant, the general hypothesis may be 
s tated that the magni t ude of SR will vary directly with 
1 
~ Ps 1s2d1d2 • Since, in terms of the Postulate System and 
the resultant theorem, a Ps 1 s 2 d1 d2 differs i n a s ystematic 
fashion from ~ Ps d as a function of I (see Figure 2 end 
1 1 2 
discussion, p . 29) it can be assumed that SR as a function 
1 
of r
2 
will vary from 
differs from ( Ps d • 
1 1 
SR
1 
· in the absence of' r 2 as ( Ps1 s 2d1 d2 
That is, the magnitude of SR1 as a 
function of a constant I 1 and an increasing r 2 
will 
initially increase and subsequently decrease relative to 
SR1 where a constant r 1 
acts separately. This hypothesis 
will be tested by the empirical operations of the present 
study. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE EXPERIMENT 
I EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES 
The postulate system developed in the previous Chapter 
defines a. process of intersensory communication Which may 
be applied to a variety of sensory stimuli. While the 
selection of specific varlables thus remains somewhat 
arbitrary, several practical considerations have led to 
the selection of a visual stimulus as representing I1, the 
response to which (SR1 ) will be measured, and a range of 
auditory stimuli as representing r2 , the effects of Which 
we are concerned with measuring. Principally, it was felt 
that the present study, in attempting the demonstration of 
a quantitative range of heteromodal effect rather than the 
investigation of qualitatatively new heteromodal relation-
ships, should deal with those modalities vhich have been 
most reliably studied with respect to discrete aspects of 
their interaction. 
&. The Visual Stimulus (I 1 ) 
Figure 3. is . a schematic diagram of the apparatus 
employed in the present study. The visual stimulus represent-
ing I 1 was a flashing light of fixed intensity. The light 
source was a Sylvania Glow Modulator tube Type Rll31C. This 
Flicker Fusion 
Apparatus Switch 
Condenser 
Flickering Patch 
Viewing Box 
Transformer, Constant Voltage 
....... ~ 
FIGURE 3 
BCI-IF..vJ.ATIC DIAGRAM OF EXPERIMENTAL "PP ARATUS 
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tube was powered by electronic apparatus capable of delivering 
a square wave of equal on-off periods at frequencies from 
eighteen to sixty-five cycles per second. The frequency of 
the flash cycle was controll~d by a coupled pair of 
variable condensers. The variable plates of these conden-
sers were motor driven. A button which the subject held in 
his hand would instantaneously reverse the direction of the 
motor~ and thus, the direction of travel of the condenser 
plates. In this way the observer controlled the rate of 
flash delivered by the Glow Modulator tube. 
The electronic equipment powering the Glow Modulator 
tube was tested against an oscilloscope and against sixty-
cycle frequency delivered by a local electric utility company. 
This apparatus varied from a sixty cycle setting by not more 
than a quarter cycle over an eight hour period. Comparable 
stability was found for other flash frequencies when measured 
against the oscilloscope. In using wall current to power 
the pulse generator~ a Sola constant voltage transformer 
was used to avoid line fluctuations and consequent fluctua-
tions in the intensity of the flashing light. 
The subject viewed the light stimulus binocularly 
through a viewing box fitted with a rubber edged eye shield 
serving as a head rest. At approximately twenty-four inches 
from the eye of the observer a ground glass diffusing screen 
was placed behind an aperture in the rear wall of the box. 
This aperture was .75 inch in diameter and was placed in the 
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center of the observer's visual field. It subtended 
approximately two degrees of visual angle. The light p'atch 
was of slight orange tint. The background of the light was 
the flat black wall of the observation box. 
B. Accessory Stimulation {I2) 
Accessory stimulation in the present study consisted of 
seven intensity levels of a 1550 cycle per second tone 
delivered by an audio-oscillator through a set of earphones. 
The e arphones were u. S.. Air Corp type ANN B-H-1, with sheep-
skin pads. The seven tones may briefly be described as 
follows: tone one was quite soft but clearly audible to the 
subjects; tones two to four were subjectively distinct from 
each other, but caused no discomfort to the experimental 
subject; tone five would generally be considered as "loud", 
and tones six and. seven approached the pain threshold. 
During pre-experimental trials, both experimental subjects 
expressed discomfort under tone six and seven, but later 
reported becoming accustomed to these intensities. The max1.mum 
stimulus intensity (tone seven) was approximately 75 db. The 
seven tone intensities are identified in Table I in terms of 
voltage drop across the terminals of the oscillator. 
c. The Sensory Response (SR) 
SR1 , the sensory response which we are concerned with 
measuring, is the critical flicker fusion frequency (CFFF). 
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TABLE I 
SEVEN TONE INTENSITIES IDENTIFIED IN TERMS OF 
VOLTAGE ACROSS OSCILLATOR TERMINALS 
TONE VOLTAGE 
1 .6 
2 1.2 
3 1.8 
~- 2.6 
5 3-4 
6 4.1 
7 5.6 
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~is response is defined as the midpoint - in terms of flash 
frequency - between that frequency at which the stimulus I 1 
just fuses subjectively (appears steady) as flash rate 
increases, and that frequency at which flicker reappears 
subjectively as flash rate decreases. Change in CFFF thus 
means a change in the rate of flash at which a flickering 
light is perceived as fused fifty per cent of the time. In 
defining CFFF as SR1 in the present study, the general 
prediction is made that CFFF will change in direct proportion 
to change inl.P's1s 2d1d2 as a function of I 2 • 
In order to record CFFF thresholds, a small drum was 
attached to the shaft coupling the reversable motor 
(controlled by the subject's switch) and the motor-driven 
condenser p·lates of the pulse generator. A small chain, 
winding and unwinding on this drum, moved a recording pen 
back and forth over recording paper. The paper was driven 
through a guide trough by a small constant speed motor. 
A given flash frequency (i.e., the relative position of 
the condenser plates) was thus translatable into the distance 
in millimeters of the recording pen f rom an arbitrary baseline. 
As flash rate increased, the pen moved away from this baseline. 
When moving in this direction, a reversal of the motor by S 
(thereby reversing both flash rate and the pen) indicated 
that fusion had occured, and was reflected on the recording 
paper by a sharp peak~ As flash rate decreased, the pen moved 
away from this peak and approached the baseline . With the 
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pen moving toward the baseline a. reversal by S indicated 
that flicker had appeared, and was reflected on the recording 
paper by a sharp trough. A continuous series of peaks and 
troughs were thus obtained. (See Appendix B - Sample Record) 
Each peak and trough was measured in millimeters from 
the base of the recording paper. When the pen rested on 
this base, flash frequency was minimum, i.e., eighteen cycles 
per second . The midpoint between any peak (point of fusion) 
and subsequent trough (point of flicker) corresponded to a 
single CFFF. All CFFF thresholds have been treated in terms 
of millimeter measurements from a baseline corresponding to 
eighteen cycles per second. 
III SUBJECTS 
~e hypothesized relationship between CFFF and an 
accessory stimulus (I2 ) varying in intensity is presumed to 
be an individual function. Thus repeated observations were 
obtained from a single subject . In order to examine the 
generality of the function, two subjects were studied. Both 
were drawn from the professional staff of a Veterans 
Administration Neuropsychiatric hospital. Neither subject 
reported a history of any particular visual or auditory 
difficulty. Each subject served as his own control, and 
represented, essentially, a replication of the experiment 
with respect to the other. The experimental proceedures for 
each subject were identic~l. 
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IV PROCEDURES 
A. S was seen repeatedly for at least two weeks prior to 
the beginning of the experiment proper. During this time S 
was familiarized with the apparatus, the various tonal 
intensities, and the technique of signaling CFFF thresholds . 
B. With the beginning of the experiment proper, S was 
dark-adapted for a period of twenty minutes. Throughout 
the experiment, the experimental room was quite dark but 
not totally so. A faint light was discernable around the 
edges of two covered windows. 
c. After dark adaptation, a set of headphones was placed 
over S 's ears. He was instructed to seat himself ·comfortably 
before the observation part of the viewing box. The box was 
adjusted in height so that the subject's head rested against 
the headrest affixed to the front of the viewing box. 
D. The subject was asked to describe his perception of the 
stimulus as flickering or fused. On each occasion where 
thresholds were to be signaled, flash rate was set initially 
at the minimum frequency which the apparatus could deliver 
(eighteen cycles per second}. & was told that pressing the 
switch which he h eld would make the light grow steady, and 
that releasing it would cause the light to flicker. He was 
instructed to hold the switch down until the steady sensation 
just appeared, and at this point to release the switch. He 
was again to press the switch at just that point where the 
sensation of flicker reappeared. At this point he was to 
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depress the switch until the steady sensation again appeared. 
' 
S was to continue this procedure until told to stop. 
E. A practice period was begun which lasted approximately 
forty seconds. When the subject's thresholds appeared to 
stabilize he was told to stop and rest. After one and one-
half minutes, the experiment proper was begun. 
F. Each experimental trial ran continuously for approxi-
mately two minutes, and consisted of the following: 
1. Ten to twenty seconds of practice • 
2. Fifty seconds of CFFF thresholds signaled 
in the absence of accessory stimulation. 
3. Ten seconds of threshold readings during which 
auditory stimulation was introduced minimally 
and gradually maximized to the appropriate 
intensity level. 
4. Fifty seconds of threshold readings obtained 
under simultaneous auditory stimulation at one 
of seven intensity levels. 
G. On any given day, seven such trials were run for each 
subject, separated from e~c~ other by a ninety second rest 
period. Each trial employed as the secondary stimulus one of 
seven auditory intensities described earlier. The sequence 
of such trials was random with respect to these seven tonal 
intensities. The randomization of those trials was obtained 
in the following manner: seven identical blocks were numbered 
one to seven and drawn randomly from a container. The obtained 
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sequence of numbers constituted the sequence of intensities 
employed for one subject for one day. This procedure was 
repeated for each subject for each day. 
H. The procedure described in steps A. through G was 
repeated for each subject for a number of days. 
V ORDERING OF THE DATA 
For any given condition, Tone or No-tone, a fifty 
second series of Flicker and Fusion points were obtained. 
Each pair of thresholds were averaged (Fllcker-,L Fusion )/ 2 
in order to yield a single CFFF. The sum of such thresholds 
obtained under ~ given condition were divided by N, thus 
yielding a mean CFFF for each fifty second period. These 
means were paired in terms of the tonal intensity with which 
each Tone and No-tone trial mean was associated. The total 
number of paired means for each tone intensity was the same. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
I EXPERIMENTAL HYPOTHESIS 
The formal theory developed in the present study 
predicts a change in CFFF proportional to change in 
~ Ps 1s 2d1d2 relat ive to ~ Ps 1d1 • That is, the Postu l ate 
Sys t em predicts an initial increase and subsequent decr ease 
i n CFFF ~s a function of I 2 relative to CFFF obtained in the 
absence of I 2 • The statistical test of this hypothesis will 
involve the population of obtained Tone and No-tone CFFF 
means analyzed with respect to differences in trend . The 
stat i s tical hypothesis is stated as follows: 
The trend of population mean CFFF threshold 
values obtained under seven tonal intensities 
is identical with the trend of population mean 
CFFF threshold values obtained in the absence 
of auditory stimulation. 
Rejection of the statistical hypothesis will partially 
support the experimental prediction. Consistency of t he 
obtained relationship of the trend for overall Tone CFFF 
means to the trend for overall No- tone CFFF means with their 
predicted relationship, i . e . , an initial increas e and 
subsequent decrease in CFFF as a function of I 2 , will be 
treated by a graphic comparison between these obtained trends. 
II EXPERI~~NTAL RESULTS 
A. Subject A 
s :ubject A yielded a total of twenty paired Tone and 
No-tone CFFF means for each tonal intensity. Table II 
and Figure 4 present the overall means for each Tone and 
No-tone condition derived from these data. The analysis of 
variance based on 140 mean pairs (seven pairs for each 
of twenty days) yields an F ratio of 2.77 with 6 and 133 
degrees of freedom. P .025. The statistical hypothesis 
concerning the obtained Tone and No-tone trends, consequently, 
is rejected. Inspection of Figure 4 indicates, further, 
that the tone CFFF mean trend is in the direction of 
prediction, i.e., that it reflects initially a rise, and 
subsequently a decrement in CFFF relative to the No- tone 
mean trend. The experimental hypothesis, consequently, 
is supported in the case of Subject A. 
B. Subject B 
1. Experimental Findings 
Experimental data obtained from Subject B tend further 
to support the empirical hypothesis. From a t otal of 
thirteen experimental days, three such days were elim.i_nated 
prior to an analysis of trend. Table III and Figure 5 give t.lie 
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TABLE II 
OVERALL TONE AND NO-TONE CFFF MEANS PAIRED WITH RESPECT 
TO THE TONAL INTENSITY WITH WHICH THEY ARE ASSOCIATED (N=20) 
SUBJECT A 
TONE NO- TONE MEAN TONE MEAN D 
1 3. 87 3· 99 ,t.l2 
2 3. 86 . 3· 93 ,t . 07 
3 3. 87 4. 01 ,t.l4 
4 3. 88 3. 88 .oo 
5 3. 86 3.85 -.01 
6 3. 85 3· 77 - .08 
7 3 . 88 3 . ?6 -.12 
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TABLE III 
OVERALL TONE AND NO- TONE CFFF MEANS PAIRED WITH RESPEC T TO 
THE TONAL INTENSITY WITH WHICH THEY ARE ASSOCIATED ( N-:10) 
SUBJECT B 
TONE NO TONE MEAN TONE MEAN D 
1 3. 67 3. 70 / . 03 
2 3. 64 3. 82 /.18 
3 3. 67 3. 71 f.o4 
4 3. 63 3. 64 '/.01 
5 3. 65 3. 76 /.11 
6 3. 72 3-70 -. 02 
7 3. 66 3.55 -.11 
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overall means for each Tone and No - tone condition obtained 
from ten paired CFFF means for each tonal intensity . The 
analysis or variance based on these seventy mean pairs 
yields an F ratio of 2.59 with 6 and 63 degrees of freedom. 
P ~ . o5. The statistical hypothesis concerning the obtained 
Tone and No-tone CFFF mean trends is therefore rejected . 
Since the differences between these trends are in the 
direction of prediction (see Figure 5), the experimental 
hypothesis is · supported also in the case or Subject B. 
2 . Elimination of Experimental Data 
The toal body of experimental data obtained from 
Subject B represents thir teen experimental days (i.e . , a 
total or ninety-one pai r ed Tone No-tone means) . It was relt, 
however, that rluctuations occuring in the No- tone baseline 
would tend to distort the overall picture or Tone No-tone 
difrerences . On this basis, a rational criterion was 
selected in terms or which experimental days contributing to 
this rluctuation could be identified and eliminated rrom the 
experimental data or Subject B pr i or to an analysis or trend. 
Eight experimental days whose No-tone means yielded 
the greatest intra-day CFFF range, wer.e tested with respect 
to the assumption of intra-day homogeneity or No-tone means . 
The analys i s or variance r or each day yields a p value 
~.001 . The assumption or homogeneity is thererore rejected 
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for each day tested. 
On the basis of the generality of the findings concerning 
No-tone homogeneity, a second reliability criterion was 
selected which is independent of fluctuations among the 
seven No-tone trial means themselves. The eight days 
previously analyzed were again tested with respect to 
variance homogeneity. The eight obtained Chi Square and p 
values are given in Table IV . On the basis of these values, 
the assumption of variance homogeneity is rejected for 
three experimental days. These days consequently were 
eliminated from the data of Subject B prior ' to any analysis 
of Tone No-tone mean trends . 
I n the case of Subject A, the No-tone baseline derived 
from twenty experimental days (see Table II) yields little 
fluctuation which might serve to distort the picture of 
condition differences. Tests of variance homogeneity with 
respect to individual days were therefore omitted in this 
experiment. 
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TABLE IV 
CHI SQUARE AND P VALUES OBTAI NED FROM TESTS 
OF VARIANCE HOMOGENEITY APPLIED TO THE NO -
TONE VARI ANCES OF EIGHT EXPERIMENTAL DAYS 
SUBJECT B 
DAY CHI SQUARE p 
1 9. 10 >·15 
2 6. 53 ) . )0 
3 24. 51 < . 001 
4 5.04 ;> .so 
5 13 .. 31 ~ . o;; 
6 13 . 43 ~ . 05 
7 9. 20 . 15 
8 7· 79 > . 20 
-
- - - -
CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
I EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS 
The experimental results obtained from Subjects A 
and B support directly the empirical prediction made in the 
present study, and tend, inferentially, to support the 
predictive power of the formal model. In the case of both 
subjects the trend of CFFF mean thresholds obtained under an 
intensity range of auditory stimulation differed signifi-
cantly from the trend of CFFF thresholds obtained in the 
absence of sound . Inspection of Figures 4 and 5 indicates 
that these trends were in the direction of prediction, i.e., 
proceeding from an initial elevation to subsequent decline in 
CFFF relative to the No-tone baseline. 
In the design of the present study, auditory stimulation 
was considered as an I 2 through which a process of central 
modal communication, and consequent effects upon the sensory 
response in a second modality, would be mediated. The use 
of auditory stimuli as the independant variable, however, 
raises several questions concerning the introduction of 
extraneous factors . In particular, three such factors may 
be considered: ( 1 ) the factor of attention, { 2 ) the 
effects of auditory stimuli on the pupillary reflex, and 
( 3 ) the arousal of GSR through auditory stimuli. 
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A. The Effects Of Auditory Stimulation On Attention 
As against the assumption of sensory communication, it 
may be suggested that secondary stimulation serves essentially 
to influence attention to the primary stimulus, i.e., that 
soft tones increase and loud tones decrease, subjective 
attention. An interpretation along these lines, insofar as 
the factor of attention seems logically inseparable from the 
conditions of heteromodal experiments, would seem essentially 
to substitute a second conceptual fr~~ework for the one 
presented in the present study. Such a substitution may 
indeed be proper, but until there is a greater specification 
of the processes involved in a diphasic relationship between 
attention and accessory stimulation, the value of such an 
interpretation may be questioned with respect to the genera-
tion of further testable hypotheses. 
B. Pupillary Reflex 
CFFF thresholds are known to be influenced by pupil 
diameter. It is therefore important to evaluate in the 
present study the effects of auditory stimulation on pupillary 
reflex. For this purpose the pupillary response of each 
subject was examined under conditions of auditory stimulation 
identical to those employed in the experiment proper. In the 
case of each subject no reflex could be elicited under 
auditory stimulation up to and including Tone four. Tones 
five through seven were associated with pupillary dilation, 
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but this response adapted out within three seconds, with the 
pupil maintaining normal size thereafter. Under the conditions 
of the experiment, auditory stimulation was gradually maxi-
mized and a ten second period allowed to elapse before CFFF 
thresholds were entered as Tone responses. The findings 
concerning pupillary reflex, while not constituting a 
rigorous control, would thus suggest that under the conditions 
of the present experiment, the effect . of auditory stimuli 
on pupil diameter was not contributory to change in CFFF. 
c. The Activation Of GSR 
Previous research has demonstrated a systemat ic relation-
ship between GSR magnitude and changes in visual sensitivity. 
On the basis of this relationship, GSR may be considered as 
a variable potentially relevant to the CFFF changes reported 
in the present study. In order to evaluate this possibility, 
two subjects were studied with respect to the relationship 
between GSR and a range of auditory stimuli. Available 
facilities for the observation of GSR necessitated the use 
of subjects other than those employed in the experiment proper. 
Each subject was observed for a period of ninety minutes. 
The first subject studied was highly sophisticated with 
respect to all aspects of the observation period. He had 
served as a pilot subject in other heteromodel studies, was 
thoroughly familiar with GSR apparatus, knew the purpose of 
the present observations, and was well acquainted with the 
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writer. In the case of this subject, autonomic reactivity 
to sound was mild and transitory almost from the beginning. 
Several large voltmeter deflections were obtained initially 
in response to loud tones (gradually maximized) but only 
transitory and rapidly recovering deflections could be 
obtained thereafter . No systematic difference in response 
to soft and loud tones could be noted after the first few 
trials. 
The second subject studied was totally unsophisticated 
with respect to the purpose of the observations, he knew 
little of GSR apparatus, and was unacquainted with the writer. 
For this subject, autonomic activity in response to sound 
was initially gross and apparently Undifferentiated with 
respect to tone level. During the period of observation, 
however, considerable adaption could be observed. Toward the 
end of this period, sound could be maximized to level five 
before a clear response was obtained. Below this point, 
needle deflections approximated those of the first subject, 
i.e., transitory with quick recovery. Tones six and seven 
continued to evoke an autonomic response throughout the 
period of observation, though later responses were of less 
deflection and recovered more rapidly than those obtained 
during earlier trials. 
The differences noted between the subjects observed 
were rather clear. Whi le the basis for these differences may 
be extremely complex, it seems reasonable to attribute such 
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differences, at least partially, to the different levels of 
overall familiarity and sophistication described above and 
to the consequent degrees of disorganization attendant to 
the introduction of sound. 
Generalizing these observations to the subjects of the 
present study involves some risk. The factor of adaptation, 
however, would suggest that the effects obtained in the 
present study may not reasonably be attributed to GSR 
activation by sound . Each of the subjects used were 
throughly familiarized with the conditions, apparatus, and 
stimuli of the experiment. Assuming a process of adaptation 
on the order of that reflected by the sophisticated subject 
discussed above, the transitory responses elicited would 
return to baseline prior to tone maximization. The second 
subject studied with respect to GSR suggests, _ fUrther, that 
adaptation of GSR was not unique to the first subject, but , 
is a function of experience and familiarity. 
II COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH OTHER FINDINGS 
The theory of sensory interaction developed in the present 
study is intended to apply to a variety of sensory systems . 
Support for this general application depends on further 
research. However, a graphic comparison of the data obtained 
in the present study with the findings of Trehub ( 20 ) 
suggests, at least, that the processes mediating the relation-
ship between CFFF and auditory stimuli are essentially 
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similar to the processes involved in the relationship 
between autonomic activity and absolute visual threshold. 
Trehub employed, as an I 2 , seven intervals of GSR 
magnitude. GSR was elicited in response to verbal stimuli 
calculated to yield a sufficient GSR range. Visual thresholds 
were obtained prior to and just after, the arousal of a GSR. 
Difference scores (D scores) were calculated from these data 
and plotted against the GSR interval with Which they were 
associated. Figure 6 p:-esents a graphic comparison between 
the trend of Difference scores obtained in the present study 
{i.e., the difference between each overall Tone and No-tone 
mean) and the trend obtained by Trehub. It is to be noted 
that both the equal spacing of auditory intensities and the 
super-imposition of the seven GSR intervals on these 
intensities are arbitrary. While no statistical statement 
can be made with respect to these comparisons, the general 
similarities of form and direction suggest strongly that 
similar processes are involved in the heteromodal effects of 
exteroceptive and interoceptive stimuli. In addition to 
general similarities , however, a second interesting phenomenon 
may be observed from Figure 6. In the case of each subject 
there appears a rather conspicuous trend reversal o'ccuring at 
some point along a range of secondary stimulation. This is 
less pronounced in Subject A of the present study, but appears 
quite pronounced in the remaining two subjects . In the case 
o:f Trehub 1s data, Subject A rises from an inhibitory position 
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to a D score or zero then drops again below the baseline. In 
the case of Subject B of the present study~ the D score falls 
almost to zero at Tone four, rises above the baseline at 
Tone fiv~ and drops again with Tones six and seven. These 
reversals in direction cannot be accounted for by the theory 
developed in the present study, which predlcts a progressive 
tendency toward inhibitory effects beyond a point of maximum 
facilitation. These reversals may of course represent chance 
fluctuation, but the probability of this is reduced by their 
occurence in two separate cases. At present no adequate 
explanation can be offered for the appearence of such an effect. 
III SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Intersensory research has dealt almost exclusively with 
the effects of accessory stimulation on the sensory response 
given to a primary stimulus of constant intensity. The 
1 
intensity of accessory stimulation~ as well as the time 
interval between the ~resentation of the primary and accessory 
stimulus~ have been shown to be important determinants of 
both the magnitude and direction of the obtained heteromodal 
effect. Little information has thus far been provided, however, 
concerning the relevance of changes in the intensity of the 
primary stimulus (I1 ) to the magnitude and direction of hetero-
modal effects. 
The use . or CFFF as SR1 render s f'easi ble the systematic 
manipulation or I 1 (the intensity or the flashing light) in 
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the design of subsequent heteromodal investigations. 
Research in this direction would provide further information 
concerning the relationship of I 1 and I 2 in the developement; 
of' intersensory effects, and will have implications for the 
further developement of intersensory theory. In terms of the 
model developed in the present study, information of this 
order would suggest the role of a variable I 1 in the develop-
ment of~Ps1s2dld2 , given a constant I 2 range. 
Recent heteromodal experiments have extended the applica-
tion of intersensory .theory to areas other than the func-
tioning of' sensory systems as such. Davis ( 4 ), has found 
that the inhibitory effects of auditory stimuli were less 
pronounced in brain damaged subjects than normal subjects. 
These findings were predicted from the assumption that cerebral 
lesion would involve some P elements, thus reducing the total 
number of elements available to a brain-damaged subject, and 
consequently reducing the number which could be lcs t from a 
given system with the introduction of I 2 • It was suggested 
that this reduction in the interaction of sensory systems 
among brain injured subjects may be related to the clinical 
interpretation of an isolation of psychological processes 
in brain damaged patients. 
A further implication of intersensory findings has been 
advanced by Trehub (20 ). On the basis of his study concern-
ing the relationship between sensory sensitivity and auto-
nomic activity, Trehub has offered an interpretation of 
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perceptual defense. It has been suggested that autonomic 
activity serves as a cue to the avoidance of taboo words, 
thus raising the recognition threshold of such words rela-
tive to neutral words. Trehub suggests that autonomic 
activit y may ~ the avoidance response, i.e., in lowering 
visual sensitivity, a sufficient autonomic response can raise 
the recognition threshold of words arousing such autonomic 
activity. 
In terms of the present theory, anxiety (considered as 
an autonomic response) may be interpreted as an afferent 
stimulus to which P elements will be recruited. Under this 
assumption, differences in heteromodal effects may be found 
between experimental groups differing with respect to anxiety 
level. Given two such groups, that is, the high anxiety 
group may react to I 2 as if I 3 (autonomic stimuli) were also 
present. Between the two groups, then, change in SR1 would 
differ in te~s of the differing levels of effective accessory 
stimulation. That is, a low anxiety group should react in 
terms of I 2 , while a high anxiety group should r.eact in terms 
of I 2 f I 3 • The potential relevance of anxiety to inter-
sensory effects may thus serve to extend research into the 
area of psychopathology, in relation to which heteromodal 
phenomena have not previously been considered relevant. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The alms of the present study are: 
( 1 ) To develop a theory of senscry interaction 
which could generate a testable h7po thesis 
concerning the relationship between the 
magnitude of a given s:ensory response and 
an intensity range of accessory stimulation 
( 2 ) 'Fo test experimentally m hypo the sis derived 
from this theory. 
On the basis of the experimental li te·rature it seems 
safe to assume that sensory stimulation applied to one 
modality can in.fluence the response obtained in a second 
modality concurrently stimu~ted. Such heteromodal effects 
have been reported under a wide variety of experimental 
conditions, and indicate that both the facilitation and 
inhibition of a given sensory response are integr& aspects 
o:f the inter-sens·ory process. In terms of these findings it 
seems a reasonable assumption that both the magnitude and 
direction of intersens~y effects are closely relatedto the 
intensity level of accessory stimulation. 
Theories .of sensory interaction have taken the form of 
Gestalt or neurological models. · Gestalt models have inter-
preted a given heteromodal effect in terms of the figure -ground 
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relationship between competing stimuli. It is assumed that 
where the primary stimulus (I1 } is figure the sensory 
response (SR1 ) will be facilitated, but where the primary 
stimulus becomes ground the sensory response to I 1 will be 
inhibited. Neurological models in general have assune dthat 
neural discharge in one modal network influences the total 
amount of neural discharge in a second sensory system con-
currently stimulated . Some investigators have assumed that 
such influence (as a function of accessory stimulation) reduces 
the total amount of neural discharge ina .second modality, while 
other i~vestigators assume an enhancement of neural discharge 
in a given modal network as a function of accessory stimulation. 
The magnitude of a given sensory response is genermly assumed 
to vary directly with change in the total amount of neural 
discharge in that sensory system. 
The theory developed in the present study is stated 
formally as a series of postulates. The terms and relation-
ships constituting the postulate system are assumed to have 
a functional counterpart in the central nervous system, and 
are assumed to apply to all sensory systems. 
In the present study the general term SR refers to a 
. 1 
sensory response given in the presence of I 1 • I 1 refers to 
the intensity of a sensory stimulus. r 2 refers to the intensity 
of a second sensory stimulus. ss1 refers to the sensory 
system through which I 1 mediates SR1 • Prefers to an 
assumed sensory element . In neurological terms P may be 
considered a sensory neurone which may be (a) impinged on by 
all I separately or simultaneously (b) discharged by more 
than one I, but by only one I at any given time, and (c) which 
contributes to that SS by whose I it is discharged. Any given 
I impinges on all P elements. Lett Ps1 d1 read "the number of 
P elements impinged upon and discharged by I 1 separately" • 
Let ~ Ps1s 2d1d2 read "the number of P impinged upon by I 1 and 
It 
I 2 simultaneously, but discharged by I 1 • Then, in the presence 
of I 1 separately, SR1 is assumed to .vary positively with 
<: Ps 1d1 • In the presence of I 1 and I 2 simultaneously, SR1 
is assumed to vary positively with c!Ps 1 s 2d1 d2 • On the basis 
of certain postulated relationships between the terms of the 
theory, ~ Ps 1 s 2dl d2 at first increases and then decreases with 
I 2 • While increasing, ~ Ps 1s 2d1d2 becomes increasingly 
greater than ~ Ps1 d1 • While decreasing, ~ Ps1 s 2d1 d2 
approaches , then falls below ~ Ps 1d1 • S'ince SR1 in the 
presence of a constant I 1 varies positively with ~ Ps1s2d1d2 , 
the Postulate System generates the following general hypothesis : 
Given a constant I 1 , the magnitude of SR1 
at first increases then decreases as a function 
of I 2 • 
In the present study I 1 was a light stimulus of fixed 
intensity but variable as to rate of flash per second . SR1 , 
the response we are concerned with measuring , was the critical 
... 6.5 .. 
flicker fusion frequency {CFFF) . CFFF is defined as the mid" 
point .. in terms of flash frequency - between that frequency 
at which the stimulus I 1 just fuses subjectively (appears 
steady) as flash rate increases, and that frequency at Which 
flicker reappears subjectively as flash rate decreases. I 2 
(the accessory stimulus the effects of Which we are concerned 
with measuring) was an auditory stimulus delivered at 1.5.50 
cycles per second at seven intensity levels . These tonal 
intensities were delivered to the experimental subject 
through earphones . 
Having defined I 1 , I 2 , and SR1 empirically, the 
following experimental hypothesis may be stated: 
CFFF will initially increase and subsequently 
decrease as a function I 2 relative to CFFF 
obtained in the absence of I • 
2 
The statistical hypothesis which was tested is stated as 
follows: 
The trend of population mean CFFF thres-
holds obtained under seven tone intensities 
is identical with the trend of population 
mean CFFF thresholds obtained in the absence 
of auditory stimulation. 
The relationship of the obtained data to the predicted 
sequence , i . e . , from increase to decrease in CFFF, was 
treated by observation of the data only. 
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Two sub_jects were studied. Each subject was drawn from 
the professional staff of a local Veterans Administration 
Hospital. On any given day each subject signalled CFFF 
thresholds under two contiguous conditions for seven 
temporally spaced trials . Each trial consisted of a fifty 
second period during which thresholds were signalled in the 
absence of sound, followed, after a ten second interval 
during which tone was gradually maximized to the appropriate 
level , by a fifty second period during which threshold s were 
signalled under one of seven tonal intensities . The sequence 
of t one presentations was randomized for any g iven day . The 
data for each fifty second period was represented by a sing le 
mean CFFF. Tone and No-tone CFFF means calculated for each 
fifty second period were paired in terms of the tonal 
intensity with which such means were associated. 
The experimental hypothesis is supporte d by the data 
obtained from Subjects A and B. For Subject A, an analysis 
of variance for trend applied to 140 CFFF mean pairs (seven 
Tone No - tone pairs f o r twenty days ) yields an F ratio of 
2.77 with 6 and 133 degrees of freedom. P (. 025 . In the 
case of Subject B, the analysis of variance for trend 
applied to seventy CFFF mean pairs (seven Tone No-tone pairs 
for ten days), yields an F ratio of 2. 59 with 6 and 63 
degrees of freedom. P . 05 The statistical hypothesis 
was rejected for Subjects A and B. When the overall Tone 
and No-tone trends (i . e., seven overall means for each 
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condition based on days as N) are plotted against each other, 
it is found from the graphic point of view that condition 
differences are in the direction of prediction, i.e., an 
initial rise in CFFF was followed by a decrement in CFFF as 
a function of r2. 
From the point of view of possible extraneous factors, 
both the pupillary reflex and GSR were investigated under the 
conditions of the experiment. rt· is known that CFFF is 
influenced by pupil diameter,and recent work has indicated 
that visual sensitivity can be influenced by GSR. Findings 
with regard to the influence of auditory stimuli on pupillary 
reflex and GSR suggest that CFFF differences associated with 
the Tone No-tone conditions in the present study are not 
related to these factors. 
The results of the present study are in general consis-
tent with the body of heteromodal research. In particular, 
a graphic comparison of the CFFF changes found in the 
present experiment with the effects of a range of GSR 
responses on the absolute visual threshold suggests that 
exteroceptive and interoceptive influences on sensory func-
tioning are mediated by basically similar underlying processes. 
In terms of further research, the sugg estion is offered 
that the use of CFFF as SR1 renders feasible the systematic 
manipulation of r 1 {intensity of the flashing light) under 
conditions of a constant r 2 range. Research in this direction 
would provide further information concerning the relationship 
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of I1 and I in the developement of intersensory effects, 
2 
and will have implications for further extension of inter-
sensory theory. 
It is further suggested that an interpretation of anxiety 
as a source of accessory stimulation provides the basis for 
developing empirical predictions with respect to groups 
differing in anxiety level. The investigation of intersensory 
effects among such groups may contribute to an understanding 
of sensory interaction in terms of more general adaptive 
functions of the individual. 
c ·onc 1 us ions 
( 1 ) The theory of sensory interaction developed in 
the present study may validly predict changes 
in the magnitude of a sensory response as a 
function of accessory stimulation. 
( 2 ) CFFF may be influenced by accessory stimulation. 
CFFF increases, then decreases as a function of 
a.ccessory stimulation relative to CFFF obtained 
in the absence of such stimulation. 
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF CFFF APPARATUS 
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APPE:NDIX B 
EXAMPLE OF RECORDED CFFF THRESHOLDS 
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DATA TABLES 
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TABLE V 
PAIRED NO-TONE AND TONE CFFF MEANS FOR SEVEN 
INTENSITIES OF AUDITORY STIMULATION . SUBJECT A. 
TONAL I NTENSITY 
I II III IV 
No-Tone Tone No .... Tcne Tone No-Tone Tone No-Tone Tone 
3-~26 3.6~ 3. 257 3·594 J .597 3. 856 3-390 3-451 
4.007 4.283 3-991 4. 029 ~. 114 4-374 4-059 4-038 
4.282 4-193 4.029 4.081 ~- 193 4-251 4-140 4· 190 
2. 927 2. 695 3·192 3. 203 3. 057 3· 195 2.972 3. 075 
2.440 2.881 2. 427 2. 650 2. 656 2. 742 2. 293 2. 258 
2.578 2. 829 2.208 2. 103 ~-393 2.305 2.999 2. 754 
2. 836 2. 995 2-945 2. 693 3. 061 3. 016 2.779 2. 697 
2. 455 2. 558 3. 050 2.985 2. 914 2. 872 2 .63L~ 2.569 
2. 333 2. 456 2.577 2. 429 2. 714 2. 748 3.067 2.830 
3.364 3.526 3 . ~8 3.565 ).. 381 3-395 3.719 3. 639 
4-075 L,_.009 3-476 3.561 ~ - 474 3-460 3-5~2 3. 679 
3-775 3. 642 3-578 3. 853 ~ - 156 3. 802 3.363 3. 268 
L~. 86 4-63 4. 81 4. 88 4-· 48 4-32 4.60 4.68 
5-34 5. 35 4.89 4-90 5. 00 4.67 4.62 4-90 
5-97 6. 02 5.88 6. 15 p. 8o 6. 19 6.25 6. 02 
4-45 4-89 4-33 4.28 ~- 59 4. 80 4-58 4. 60 
4. 66 5. 05 4-98 5. 27 ) . 09 5.32 4· 70 5.0~-
4·96 ~- · 92 4· 95 5.07 ~- 89 5. 16 ~-80 4-92 
4. 28 4.61 4.88 4.68 H-·58 5. 03 4.68 4-31 
4-48 4. 67 4-~ 4-65 ~.40 4- 80 4-55 4-70 -
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TABLE V, Continued: 
PAIRED NO-TONE ru~D TONE CFFF MEANS FOR SEVEN 
INTENSI'l1IES OF AUDITORY STIMULATION. SUBJECT A 
TONAL INTENSITY 
v VI VII 
No-Tone Tone No-Tone Tone No-Tone Tone 
3 .36!~ 3-445 3.360 3-.547 3-446 3-4.57 
4. 264 4-130 4-147 4-132 3-973 4·331 
4. 260 4-236 4-330 4-291 4.690 4-198 
3.190 3.123 2.989 3-331 2.873 2.863 
2.066 2.301 2.69.5 2. 461 2•242 2.32.5 
2.987 2.610 2.388 2.422 2.3.5.5 2.131 
2. 740 2. 826 2.367 2. 140 2.906 2 • .587 
2.953 2 • .514 2. _516 2.236 3.0_52 2. 119 
2. 47.5 2. 872 2.684 2.43.5 2. 837 2._568 
J . 6.53 3· 327 3.6.5.5 3· 372 3.610 3-71.5 
3 • .506 3-47.5 3 • .522 3-433 3-432 3.302 
3-0.5.5 3-4.53 3-372 3.686 ~ .2~-3 3-398 
4-63 4.21 _5.0.5 4-.50 _5.02 _5.04 
4-70 4-.54 4· 7!~ 4-42 _5.17 4 -77 
6.22 6.14 6.17 5.88 6. 01 6. 03 
L~.~B 4. 82 4-27 4-40 4.12 4-55 
4· 92 5. 10 5. 02 5.08 5.27 4-93 
4-96 4-91 4.80 .5. 03 4-87 4· 45 
4-46 4-40 4.2.5 4.03 4.13 4. 22 
~.50 4-57 4-6.5 4.60 ~-54 4-40 
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TABLE VI 
PAIRED NO- TONE AND TONE CFFF MEANS FOR SEVEN 
INTENSITIES OF AUDITORY STIMULATION. SUBJECT B 
TONAL INTENSITY 
I II III IV 
No,.;.Tone Tone No- Tone Tone No-Tone Tone No-Tone Tone 
4.826 "4. 814 4-696 4. 606 4· 894 LJ-. 526 4.518 4. 612 
6.116 6.618 6. 204 6.532 6. oo6 6. 322 6. o6o 5-932 
3.003 3.179 2. 805 3. 216 2. 661 2. 813 3. 290 3. 232 
3· 936 3.877 3. 853 3-991+ 3. 836 3-942 3. 764 3. 835 
4-073 3-951 3.563 3·472 3-994 3-779 3-575 3-497 
3.153 3. 279 3. 015 3. 116 3.113 3. 208 3. 065 3. 147 
3.713: 3. 650 4-070 4.263 4. 250 4-361 3· 995 4. 067 
2. 604 2. 612 2.507 2.757 2. 646 2. 623 2. 700 2. 400 
2.640 2.723 2.725 2.975 2.625 2. 726 2.593 2.736 
2.595 2.710 2.929 3.270 2. 735 2. 777 2. 744 2,908 
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TABLE VI, Continued: 
PAIRED NO-TONE AND TONE CFFF MEANS FOR SEVEN 
INTENSITIES OF AUDITORY STIMULATION. SUBJECT B. 
TONAL INTENSITY 
v VI VII 
No-Tone Tone No ... Tone Tone No-Tone Tone 
4·920 4.822 4·796 4.666 4.388 4.620 
6.260 6.700 6.896 6.380 6.428 6.110 
2.894 3.01~- 2.877 2.867 2.746 2.650 
3. 610 3·698 3· 791 3.761 3·703 3.847 
3.700 3.878 3.643 3·795 3.602 3.626 
) .075 3.119 3.050 3.013 3.248 3.181 
4- ·031 4.020 4.012 4.310 4.067 4.053 
l2 . 786 2.819 2.622 2.764 2.703 2.580 
2. 569 2.930 2.693 2.692 2.940 2.723 
f2.621 2.691 2.898 2.808 2.805 2.097 
APPENDIX D 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLES 
Source of 
Variance 
Between 
Tones 
Between 
Conditions 
Tones by 
Conditions 
Total 
Be t ween 
Cells 
Pooled 
Days 
Pooled Days 
x Conditions 
Total 
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TABLE VII 
TONE CFFF MEANS TESTED AGAINST NO- TONE 
CFFF MEANS FOR DIFFERENCES IN TREND 
SUBJECT A 
Degrees of Sum of Me an F' F 5 Freedom Squares Square . ·9 
6 619 103.1 
1 l) .o 13.0 
6 567 94· 5 2.77 2.17 
13 1,199 
133 279' 093 2098 .4 
133 L~,536 34.1 
279 28~_ , 828 
De cision 
Reject 
Null 
Hypothesi s 
.Source of 
Variance 
Between 
Tones 
Between 
Conditions 
Tones by 
Conditions 
Total 
Between 
Cells 
Pooled 
Days 
Pooled Days 
x Conditions 
Total 
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TABLE VIII 
TONE CFFF MEANS TESTED AGAINST NO-TONE 
CFFF 1ffiANS FOR DIFFERENCES IN TREND 
SUBJECT B 
Degrees of Sum of Mean F ~95 Freedom Squares Squar~· 
6 245 4o .c 
1 4o.o 40.0 
6 281 46.~ 2.5< 2.25 
13 566 
63 165,803 2,631 . ? 
63 1,135 18.c 
139 167,504 
Deci sion 
Reject 
Null 
Hypoth esis 
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ABSTRACT 
The aims of the present study are: 
( 1 ) To develop a theory of sensory interaction 
which could generate a testable hypothesis 
concerning the relationship between the 
magnitude of a given sensory response and 
an intensity range of accessory stimulation. 
( 2 ) To test experimentally an hypothesis 
derived from this theory. 
On the basis of the experimental literature it seems 
safe to assume that sensory stimulation applied to one 
modality can influence the response obtained in a second 
modality concurrently stimulated. Such heteromodal effects 
have been reported under a wide variety of experimental 
conditions, and indicate that both the facilitation and 
inhibition of a given sensory response are integral aspects 
of the inter-sensory process. In terms of these findings it 
seems a -. reasonable assumption that both the magnitude and 
direction of intersensory effects are closely related to the 
intensity level of accessory stimulation. 
Theories of sensory interaction have taken the form of 
Gestalt or neurological models. Gestalt models have inter-
preted a g iven heteromodal effect in terms of figure-ground 
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relationsh~ between competing stimuli. It is assumed that 
where the primary stimulus (I1 ) is figure the sensory 
response {SR1 ) will be facilitated, but where the primary 
stimulus becomes ground the sensory response to I 1 will be 
inhibited. Neurological models in general have assumed that 
neural discharge in one modal network influences the total 
amount of neural discharge in a second sensory system con-
currently stimulated. Some investigators have assumed that 
such influence (as a function of accessory stimulation) 
reduces the total amount of neural discharge in a second 
modality , while other investigators assume an enhancement of 
neural discharge in a given modal network as a function of 
accessory stimulation. The magnitude of a given sensory 
response is generally assumed to vary directly with change in 
the total amount of neural discharge in that sensory system. 
The theory developed in the present study is stated 
formally as a series , of postulates. The terms and relationships 
constituting the postulate system are assumed to have a function-
al counterpart in the central nervous system, and are assumed 
to apply to all sensory systems. 
In the present study the general term SR1 refers to a 
sensory response given in the presence of I 1 • I 1 refers to 
the intensity of a sensory stimulus. I 2 refers to the 
intensity of a second sensory stimulus. ss1 refers to the 
sensory system through which I 1 mediates SR1 • Prefers to an 
assumed sensory element. In neurological terms P may be 
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considered a sensory neurone which may be (a) impinged on by 
all I separately or simultaneously (b ) discharged by more 
than one I , but by only one I at any given time , ~~d (c) which 
contributes to that SS by whose I it is di scharged . Any given 
I impinges on all P elements . Let ~ Ps1 d1 r ead "the number of 
P elements impinged upon and discharged by I 1 separately,. . 
Let ~ Ps1 s 2d1 d2 read ,.the number of P impinged upon by I 1 and 
I 2 simultaneously, but discharged by I 1" . Then, in the presence 
of I 1 separately, SR1 is assumed to vary positively with 
~ Ps1d1 • In the presence of I 1 and I 2 simultaneously, SR1 
is assumed to vary positively with ~ Ps1s 2d1d'2 • On the basis 
o~ certain postulated relationships between the terms of the 
theory, ~ Ps1s 2d1d2 at first increases and then decreases 
with · I 2 • While increasing , ~ Ps 1s2d1d2 becomes increasingly 
greater than c[Ps1 d1 • While decreasing , ~ Ps1 s 2d1d2 
approaches 1 then i'alls below ~ Ps d1• Since SR in the 1 1 . 
presence of a constant I 1 varies positively with ~ Ps1 
s 2d1 'd2 
the Postulate System generates the following general hypothesis: 
Given a const ant I 1 , the magnitude of SR ~ 1 
at first increases then decreases as a 
function of I • 
2 
In the present study I 1 was a light stimulus of fixed 
intensity but variable as t o rate of fl ash per second . SR1 , 
the response we are concerned with measuring , was the critical 
flicker fusion frequency (CFFF). CFFF is defined as the mid-
point ~ in terms of flash frequency - · between that frequency 
at which the stimulus r 1 just fuses s ubjectively (appears 
steady) as flash rate increases, and that frequency at which 
flicker reappears subjectively as flash rate decreases. r 2 
(the accessory stimulus the effects of which we are concerned 
with me asuring) was an auditory stimulus delivered at 1550 
cycles per second at seven intensity levels. These tonal 
intensities were delivered to the experimental subject 
through earphones. 
Having defined r 1 , r 2 , and SR1 empirically, the 
following experimental hypothesis may be stated: 
CFFF will initially increase and subsequently 
decrease as a function r 2 relative to CFFF 
obt ained in the absence of I • 
2 
The statistical hypothesis which was tested is stated as 
follows: 
The trend of population mean CFFF thres~ 
holds obtained under seven tone intensities 
is identical with the trend of population 
mean CFFF thresholds obtained in the absence 
of auditory stimulation. 
The relationship of the obtained dat~ to the predicted 
sequence, i.e., from incre ase to decrease in CFFF, was 
treated by observation of the data only. 
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Two subjects were studied. Each subject was drawn from 
the professional staff of a local Veterans Administration 
Hospital. On any given day each subject signalled CFFF 
tn~esholds under two contiguous conditions for seven 
temporally spaced trials. Each trial consisted of a fifty 
second period during which thresholds were signalled in the 
absence of sound, followed, after a ten second interval 
during which tone was gradually maximized to the appropriate 
level, by a fifty second period during which thresholds were 
signalled under one of seven tonal intensities. The sequence 
of tone presentations was randomized for any given day. The 
data for each fif'ty second period was represented by a single 
mean CFFF. Tone and No-tone CFFF means calculated for each 
fifty second period were paired in terms of the tonal 
intensity with which such rreans were associated. 
The experimental hypothesis is supported by the data 
obtained from Subjects A and B. For Subject A, an analysis 
of variance for trend applied to 140 CFFF mean pairs (seven 
Tone No-tone pairs for twenty days) yields an F ratio of 
2 . 77 with 6 and 133 degrees of freedom. P ( • 025. In the 
case of Subject B, the analysis of variance for trend 
applied to seventy CFFF mean pairs (seven Tone No-tone pairs 
for ten days), yields an F ratio of 2.59 with 6 and 63 
degrees of freedom. P~ .05 The statistical hypothesis 
was rejected for Subjects A and B. Vfhen the overall Tone 
and No-tone trends (i.e., seven overall means for each 
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condition based on days as N) are plotted against each other, 
it is found from the graphic point of view that condition 
differences a.re in the direction of prediction, i.e., an 
initial rise in CFFF was followed by a decrement in CFFF as 
a function of I 2 • 
From the point of view of possible extraneous factors, 
both the pupillary reflex and GSR were investigated under the 
conditions of the experiment. It is known that CFFF is 
influenced by pupil diameter, and recent work has indicated 
that visual sensi ti vi_ty can be influenced by GSR. Findings 
with regard to the influence of auditory stimuli on pupillary 
reflex and GSR suggest that CFFF differences associated with 
the Tone No-tone conditions in the present study are not 
related to these factors. 
The results of the present stu dy are in general consis-
tent with the body of be teromodal research. In particular, 
a graphic comparison of the CFFF changes found in the 
present experiment with the effects of a range of GSR 
~responses on the absolute visual threshold suggests that 
exteroceptive and interoceptive influences on sensory function-
ing are mediated by basically similar underlying processes. 
In terms of further research, the su~gestion is offered 
that the use of CFFF as SR1 renders feasible the systematic 
manipulation of I 1 (intensity of the flashing light) under 
conditions of a constant I 2 range. Research in this direction 
would provide further information concerning the relationship 
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of r
1 
and r 2 in the developement o:f' intersensory effects , 
and will have implications for :f'urther extension o:f' inter-
sensory theory. 
It is fUrther suggested that an interpretation o:f' anxiety 
as a source of accessory stimulation provides the basis for 
developing empirical predictions with respect to groups 
dif:f'ering in anxiety level. The investigation o:f' intersensory 
ef:f'ects among such groups may contribute to an understanding 
o:f' sensory interaction in terms of more general adaptive 
:f'unctions of the individual. 
Conclusions 
( 1 ) The theory o:f' sensory interaction developed 
in the present study may validly predict 
changes in the magnitude of a sensory response 
as a :f'unction o:f' accessory stimulation. 
( 2 ) CFFF may be influenced by accessory stimulation. 
CFFF increases, then decreases as a function 
of accessory stimulation relative to CFFF 
obtained in the absence of such stimulation. 
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